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looking to the future
OF JACKSON HOLE THERAPEUTIC RIDING ASSOCIATION
2018 was a special year: Jackson Hole Therapeutic Riding Association’s 25th anniversary!

glance

OUR YEAR AT A

This year marked 25 years of Healing with Horses… and what a year it has
been! “Growth” was the prevailing theme for JHTRA in 2018: growth in ridership, growth in horse numbers, growth in staffing and, most importantly,
growth in skill development. Whether quantitative or qualitative, we would like
to thank each and every person that contributed to our growth this year. We are
immensely thankful for your years of generosity. For it is through you that
JHTRA is able to impact the lives of so many; and it is your generous contributions throughout the year—as volunteers and donors—that give rise to a lifetime
of growth.

THANK YOU FROM

the board
“A quarter of a century,” or 25 years of dedicated service to
the Jackson Hole community helping people of all ages
with multiple types of challenges. Jackson Hole Therapeutic Riding Association continues to serve over 200 unduplicated riders each year; with YOUR HELP as donors, volunteers and staff, along with our fantastic herd of horses.

•

1,724 lessons were provided

•

51 new riders participated in
our programs

•

79 scholarships provided

•

44 Teton County School
District students participated
for 11 weeks of Equine Facilitate Learning and Therapeutic
Riding

•

8 adults on the Autism Spectrum from Massachusetts
General Hospital attended a 3day intensive clinic, Aspiration Summit

•

•

4 new instructors joined
the team

Our riders of all ages with diverse abilities, with the assistance of horses, strive to reach their full potential and en-

Riders demonstrated their
skills during our 5 horse
shows & events

rich their lives by being in JHTRA’s programs. Riders de-

•

5 new horses were welcomed to the herd

productive, stronger, and empowered life.

•

186 volunteers donated
over 4,000 hours of their
time

•

176 individual donations
made through Old Bill’s

•

Every horse received a
loving sponsor!

Call today to learn more:

307-733-1374

velop a bond with their horse, instructor, and volunteers,
which enhances their skills and promotes a healthier, more

Donors, for your many years of gracious support, our staff,
devoted volunteers, and JHTRA Board of Directors want to
THANK YOU! That support has enlightened the lives of
our riders and makes a positive connection to our community.

Thank you!
JIM RUSSELL
Board President

Knowledgeable in both the equine and disability
realms, our team works to strengthen, develop,
and maximize our riders’ ability and potential.
In 1993, long before the benefits of therapeutic
As a center, we place a heavy emphasis on stayhorseback riding were scientifically proven, our
ing on the leading edge of the industry, continufounders set out to introduce a novel form of therously expanding our knowledge and improving
apy to the Jackson community. Inspired by transour practices. Today, nontraditional therapies
formative experiences of their own, these three
are widely recognized as highly effective and
women from very differapproachable
options,
ent backgrounds were
and our services are in
determined to expand the Now seen as an essential element in our increasing demand. Medpossibilities and augment clients’ comprehensive treatment plans, ical professionals, educathe strengths of people JHTRA is better positioned than ever to
tors, and therapists are
living with disabilities
our leading source of
make a difference in our community.
through the healing powclient referrals.
ers of the horse. Driven by
passion for, and appreciation of, the powerful
Now seen as an essential element in our clients’
bond between horse and rider, these women
comprehensive treatment plans, JHTRA is better
would not allow obstacles— no matter the size—
positioned than ever to make a difference in our
to dissuade them. Their tireless efforts and relentcommunity. In the coming years—with the asless spirits gave birth to a quarter century of healsistance of our compassionate volunteers, foring with horses.
ward-thinking Board of Directors, and family of
generous donors—we will build upon the strong
With appreciation for the past, we now focus on
foundation our founders created. We will exthe future. Equipped with 25 years of experience
pand program offerings to meet our clients’
in the field of equine-assisted activities and theraneeds, while maintaining the highest level of
pies, JHTRA attracts top-tier staff dedicated to
service in all areas of operation. We will conempowering the lives of the people we serve.
duct facility upgrades to ensure the health of our

horses and safety of our riders. We will remain on the forefront of the industry through
continued education of all team members. We
will not only meet, but exceed, accreditation
standards and best practices.
Earlier this year we began the development of
a strategic plan to chart this vision and ensure
an effective future. This plan will guide some
key initiatives that include:

•
•
•

Exploring methods to allow for a yearround program
Developing a week-long summer camp
Expanding staffing structure to accommodate a greater range of needs

We have accomplished so much together during our first 25 years and empowered countless individuals to realize their full potential.
But what matters most now is what we do
next. Thank you for helping make JHTRA a
place of growth, laughter, and strength now
and for decades to come.
TORI FANCHER
Executive Director

what I’ve learned

FIRST INTERSTATE BANK’S

commitment to communities

FROM MY VOLUNTEERS

As the new Volunteer Coordinator for Jack- sion. It reminds me of one of my favorite
son Hole Therapeutic Riding Association, my quotes: “Never doubt that a small group of
job is to recruit, train, and coordinate all thoughtful committed citizens can change the
things volunteer, as well as cultivate an envi- world; indeed, it is the only thing that ever
ronment where volunteers feel like they are a does”-Margaret Mead. It is because of their
part of a team—a community designed around willingness to be a part of something bigger
empowering people. I found over the past 7 than themselves that makes our program able
months that
to make the posinot only was “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful tive impact it does.
I doing all of
committed citizens can change the world; inWhat I’ve learned
the
things
deed, it is the only thing that ever does.”
from my volunteers
listed above,
throughout
our
but
some-Margaret Mead
2018 season is how
thing
else
that I could have never expected had hap- much of an impact one person can make on a
pened. The JHTRA community of volunteers community of people; volunteering is just as
ended up cultivating me, making me a better beneficial to the volunteer as is it to the riders;
person by showing me what giving your time strong friendships are created when volunteering together; volunteering also has incredible
truly means.
long-term health benefits improving your
I joke that on any given day, my heart can physical well-being, boosting self-esteem and
grow three sizes bigger while at the arena. morale. Essentially, by giving back and volAnd yes, this is because of the big amazing unteering one’s time, not only are you benefitthings we are doing for our riders, but it is ing your community and helping empower
also because of our community of volunteers, other people, you are also impacting your own
showing up every week to give their time, life.
friendship, hard work, dedication, and pas-

ROBYN ZIMMERMAN
Volunteer Coordinator

At First Interstate Bank, one of our 6 Corporate Values, and one that resonates loudly
across our 6-state footprint, is: Commitment
to Communities. Our employees are passionate about a great many things outside of
providing exceptional banking service. Those passions
are channeled through a
wide variety of outlets that
positively impact the lives
of people – our families,
friends, neighbors, and clients – and by extension,
positively impact the communities in which we live and work. Jackson Hole Therapeutic Riding Association is
one of those unique outlets that allows our
employees an opportunity to give through
service to others while receiving so much
more through pride, personal growth and
empowerment…those very things they describe in their Core Values. I’m struck by
how close JHTRA’s values are to our own
and we’re proud to support this program
through volunteerism.

Several of my employees take time out of
their work week, head over to the barn on
the Village Road and spend an hour or so
leading or walking beside a child or adult
who needs just a little extra help that day.
Without fail, those employees
come back to the Bank with
smiles on their faces and
hearts full of gratitude. It’s
been incredible to watch the
transformation in these employees – they get back so
much more that they give. As
an employer, it is important to
me to see growth in my employees not only
in the workplace but also in their personal
lives. Volunteering at JHTRA has been a
positive impact for those individuals.
Walk on!
JOE KOLA
Market President
First Interstate Bank, Jackson

A VOLUNTEER DESCRIBES

time well spent

volunteer
highlights
4,042

TOTAL HOURS DONATED

2 0 1 8 V O L U NT E E R A W A R D R E CI PI E N T S
Volunteer of the Year:
Jim Klir

Sunny Dawn Petersen Award:
Christi Yannelli

Rookie of the Year:
Josh Ziolkowski

Ronai White Stomping the
Divots:
Judy Dragonette
& Lauren Harris

DeDe McDonald Award:
Andrew Tauskey
Robin Lighnter Award:
Danielle Petriccione
Elaine Infanger Award:
Marti Anderson

of the world fishing, hiking, skiing, fresh air, warm fires, friendships, so much to look
forward to!! After a few years of doing all of this and more, I heard about JHTRA and
their great program and thought it would be something that I might be interested in. Not
ever having been around horses I was intimidated to give it a try. Horses are big and
strong and have a mind of their own. I was not sure it would be a good “fit” for me.

Are They on the Payroll?:
Renee Holik
Unsung Hero Award:
Jasmine Scholes

Time (tahym): a dimension in which events can be ordered
from the past through the present into the future, and also the
measure of durations of events and the intervals between
them.
Time has many aspects and represents different things to
different people in different circumstances.

“Time stood still.”
“Do you know what time it is?”
“It took a very long time.”
“It’s time for dinner.”
“Things were different in my time.”
“I don’t have time right now.”
However you interpret your time, I think it is safe to say that
we all value it. We want more of it and, perhaps, we are
picky about the way we use it.
My husband and I moved to Jackson in 2012 anticipating
having wonderful experiences in this incredibly beautiful part

I signed up to volunteer and very quickly learned that there is an incredible rhythm between these magnificent animals (who are big, strong and have personalities of their
own) and the riders who trust them. On the meditative steps of the horses the riders become mobile, confident, comforted and somehow find their voices whether they are
verbal or non-verbal. They communicate with each other in a manner I have never before seen. In my novice eyes both rider and horse seem to feel that “all is well” and the
therapy is happening without realizing it as their bodies connect at the saddle and the
instructors move them through an hour of strengthening and healing. How lucky I am to
witness this energy, this loving bond as these two parties take turns serving and receiving each other. I continue to be amazed at the courage and confidence that is displayed
as the riders grow and develop physically, verbally and mentally. And, by just being in
the arena, I have the sheer enjoyment of seeing small miracles and being part of “time
well spent.”
JHTRA is all about time. Time preparing for a session, learning about the rider and his/
her needs; time spent selecting the right horse for the rider; time caring for the horses;
time the rider needs to travel to the arena; time spent on the back of a horse; time realizing what really matters . . . the list goes on and on.
Thank you, JHTRA, for sharing your time with me. It has truly been an honor and it
has changed my life.

KRISTIN NIELSON
Volunteer / Board Member

2018 BRAD SWETT MEMORIAL RIDER OF THE YEAR

Ryan Hernandez Ayala
August 10, 2016, our arena at Jackson Hole
apy is the use of the horse as a treatment tool
Therapeutic Riding became significantly
for his occupational therapy sessions at
brighter as the smile of this boy rolled up in
JHTRA. Session after session, Ryan has
his shiny red wheelchair. Along with the most
brought that smile, determination and perseverradiant smile I have ever seen, he also brought
ance. Today, Ryan wheels into JHTRA and,
determination and perseverance that would
with the help of his therapist, is walking up the
prove to move mountains and melt hearts.
ramp and getting on his horse by swinging his
Ryan rolled up
leg over and pulling himself
the ramp in his
up. He is telling his horse to
wheelchair and “Permanence, perseverance and per- “go” with his voice, moving
unable to bear sistence in spite of all obstacles, dis- his body in and out of various
weight on his couragements, and impossibilities: It is positions, and proudly waving
legs, was assisted this, that in all things distinguishes the to his mom and dad as he rides
by two staff
by, often backward. Ryan’s
strong soul from the weak..”
members to get
strength, endurance, mobility
on his horse. He
and coordination have pro-Thomas Carlyle
completely trustgressed significantly. We are
ed us as we lifted
so proud of how far he has
him up out of his chair and onto what would
come and can’t wait to see how far he will go.
become his teammate in moving about his
Ryan is a shining star at JHTRA and is this
world. At that moment and each and every
year’s rider of the year.
time Ryan gets on the horse, he is able to feel
what is most closely representative of the huJESSICA EASTMAN
man gait. With the help of his horse, he is
Occupational Therapist
working on the physical and sensory components that are involved in walking. HippotherJHTRA Hippotherapy Program

Al’s story

success story
ELLIE’S

That recommendation was the start of
something remarkable for Ellie and our
family.

Ellie started with Jackson Hole Therapeutic Riding Association as soon as she
turned 3. Today Ellie is 5 1/2 and making great strides with the help of JHTRA.
Because of developmental delays, she
was referred to JHTRA by Robbie Farrow at the Children’s Learning Center.

now runs into the arena ready to greet
everyone and ready to ride. We are completely amazed by her progress. We did
not expect to see such significant changes
so quickly.

The impact of therapeutic riding on Ellie
was dramatic and immediate. We were
completely astonished at the difference it The work JHTRA has done has made a
made for her and how she moved world of difference to Ellie and our famithrough
ly. While we continue
the
“The patience and kindness she received to work to improve
world.
from the horses, staff and volunteers at her many developWhen
mental delays, Ellie’s
JHTRA sparked Ellie’s confidence.”
Ellie
gross motor skills
started
have improved to
riding she could not run without falling within a normal range for her age and her
(hard!). After two sessions at therapeu- language skills have blossomed. We betic riding Ellie was taking off and run- lieve the early intervention with JHTRA
ning fast without falling! She could allowed Ellie to catch up with her peers
chase her brothers!
and has kick started her body and mind to
make the connections it needs to grow,
Ellie was often shy and lacked confi- develop and move forward as a happy,
dence with new activities, especially if healthy, confident little girl.
they were physically challenging for her.
AMY KUSZAK
The patience and kindness she received
Mother of Participant
from the horses, staff and volunteers at
JHTRA sparked Ellie’s confidence. She

My name is Al. I am a 65able to keep him under control on a beautiful trail ride in the
year-old man who has a deGrand Teton National Park. I have taken trail rides occasiongenerative neurological disally all my life. I never knew what I was doing. It was alease. My wife Linda and I
ways a case of the horses following a leader nose to tail and
moved
me just trying not
to
the
to fall off. Now I
“Because
of
JHTRA
and
other
local
organizations
area
really understand
when we that serve the disabled community I feel like I am not the skills it takes to
missing out on anything in life.”
retired
ride a horse. It is
two
really a thrill to
years ago. Jackson Hole
have a horse follow my direction exactly as I want. The inTherapeutic Riding Associastruction I got from Nealy was always clear, concise and
tion was recommended to
easy to understand. I progressed at a much faster rate than I
me. I started taking weekly
expected.
lessons in April and I have
been so happy about it. Because of JHTRA and other local
In addition to Nealy, JHTRA is served by many wonderful
organizations that serve the disabled community I feel like I
volunteers. Matt who is a busy business owner has given his
am not missing out on anything in life. As a matter of fact, I
time so very generously. He is a very experienced horseman
am more active than I have ever been riding, biking and skiand his advice is invaluable. Josh is a young man with a
ing. I have not had to give up any of the things I love to do!
wealth of horse experience and he is a great teacher especially for one so young. The day he spent training me how to
I walk with difficulty using canes, a walker or an electric
relate to and control a horse while standing in the center of
scooter to get around. I need a lot of assistance mounting a
the ring was very special. I learned there is a lot more to ridhorse but once I get up there I feel as able as any other rider. I
ing than being on the horse. There are many other volunteers
have been riding the same horse (Charlie Brown) for 6
all very giving and helpful. They are all fun to be around.
months. He is a great horse for a beginning rider. He is gentle
JHTRA is a great service to the community and I am grateand very responsive to commands. With the guidance of my
ful for all they have given to me.
excellent instructor Nealy I have developed the skills to control Charlie Brown in a safe and effective way. I have learned
AL WILNER
to guide him through a course of cones in the ring. I also was
Participant

horse of the year

PHILANTHROPY THROUGH POLO

stomping the divots

Nearly everyone who steps through the doors horse in our herd, with his goofy conforof JHTRA comments on our horses, whether mation and roman nose, but what he lacks in
they’re a long-time volunteer or just passing looks he makes up for with his sweet personthrough. They mention how beautiful our ality and quiet demeanor. Duke is steady and
horses are and how calm they must be to serve constant, always doing what is asked of him
our riders day after day, week after week. I without complaint. He serves in both riding
am
always
lessons and hippotherapy sesbeaming with
“There is no secret so close as that sions as a reliable mount, and
pride to tell
though he’s now reaching old
between a rider and his horse.”
these people
age, Duke continues to amaze
-Robert Smith
that they’re
us with how faithfully and diliabsolutely
gently he does his job.
right—JHTRA would be nothing without this
Here at JHTRA, it is not lost on us how fortuincredible herd of horses. It is a gift and a
nate we are to have a horse like Duke, and we
privilege to work with and get to know each
hope his patience and kindness will continue
one of these animals on a daily basis. We truto teach our riders here for many years to
ly couldn’t do what we do without them.
come.
This season, one horse has stood out among
them all. Duke was an easy choice for Horse
of the Year because we can always count on
SAMANTHA COOK
him to take care of his riders, no matter their
Equine Manager
age or ability. Duke might not be the prettiest

On Saturday, August 4th, the Melody Ranch
Polo Field was overflowing with generosity. It
was Stomping the Divots, and a recordbreaking 375 guests were in attendance. An
annual fundraiser to benefit the Jackson Hole
Therapeutic Riding Association, the event has
remained successful for an impressive 16 years
due to the unyielding support of the Jackson
community. Year after year, rain or shine,
kindhearted individuals arrive for a fun-filled
evening of music, dancing, auctions, polo, and
above all else, raising the funds necessary for
JHTRA to continue providing life-enhancing
services to our riders.
This year, many sponsors joined in to support
the cause: from our auction donors, to the immaculate venue donated for the 16th year by
Above: Horse of the Year, Duke, with Rider of
the Year, Ryan, at the 2018 Stomping the Divots
fundraiser.

2018

horse sponsors
Buckwheat:
Annie & Lou Green
Captain:
Christi & Alan Yannelli
Charlie Brown:
Liz & Bruce Bowen
Chip:
Christine Watkins
Dakota:
Janet & Bill O’Neil
Duke:
Leslie & Gary Hazelwood
Henry:
Olsen Fenwick & Paul von Gontard
Josh:
Kristin & Brad Nielson

Rebel:
Loren & Jeff Town
Rodger:
Anonymous

Shorty:
Christy & Pete Lawton
Taco:
Laura & Ed Opler
Two Socks:
Kellie & Dan Peters
Texas:
Kristin & Jeffrey Worthe

Please join us on August 3, 2019 as we
make exciting changes to Stomping
the Divots!

Paul von Gontard and the Melody Hereford
Ranch, to the exquisite wine offered by Vine
Connections, to the beautiful flower arrangements by Floral Art, to sponsorships by Sol-

funding our future growth

Little Man:
Melissa & Tim Kelly

Rosco:
Cecilia & Jim Herbert

We continue to be awestruck by the outpouring of generosity by those who attend and contribute to our annual fundraiser. To our auction donors, underwriters, sponsors, and attendees, we would
like to extend our sincerest gratitude for
your support. You continue to make a
life-long impact on the individuals we
serve.

PROUD SPONSORS

KEEPING OUR HORSES HEALTHY & HAPPY
Beau:
Toby Biolchini

era and Kismet Fine Rugs, and finally
our Silver Jubilee Crown Sponsor the
Bank of Jackson Hole.

In January, the Jackson Hole Therapeutic Riding Association Board of Directors and staff
convened for a strategic planning session.
Guided by New Level Group, the day-long
affair produced fundamental decisions and
actions intended to shape and guide the future
of the program. Three pivotal topics emerged,
each a critical component in ensuring the success and longevity of a dynamic and highquality operation; they were 1) facility, 2) staffing/volunteers, and 3) funding.
Each category was thoroughly dissected, priorities set, and intended outcomes and timelines
established. Various elements of the plan were
deemed more urgent, and funding for the completion was quickly sought. Thanks to the generous support of numerous Grantmakers, the

following projects have been, or are in the process
of being, completed:

ing horses and reducing long-term expenses.
The project will be completed in Spring 2019.

Automated Arena Sprinkler System
First Interstate BancSystem Foundation
As a Premier Accredited Center, JHTRA is required to have a dust mitigation system in place.
Prior to this grant, the indoor arena was watered
manually—an inefficient and costly method.
Thanks to the grant provided by First Interstate
BancSystem Foundation, JHTRA’s indoor arena is
now equipped with an automated sprinkler system,
saving the program nearly $8,000 annually.

Accessible Parking/Entryways
Anonymous
Thanks to a foundation that wishes to remain
anonymous, JHTRA will be resurfacing our
parking area and entryways to promote greater
accessibility for our participants and reduce
any potential tripping hazards, including pot
holes and uneven surfaces.
Additional, equally important grants received
in 2018 include:

Arena Therapy Mirrors
Cairn Foundation
Our instructors and therapists depend on external
feedback to promote their client’s ability to selfcorrect their motor plans and patterns and expand
their repertoire in goal- and task-oriented ways.
Thanks to the Cairn Foundation, our indoor arena
now boasts 64 feet of therapy mirrors, providing
immediate visual feedback to our clients.




Stall Renovation
Community Foundation of Jackson Hole
Pegi & Kent Bernard
JHTRA’s function is dependent on the health of
our horses. Without onsite pasture, they spend an
above-average amount of time in their stalls during
sessions. The current stalls pose health concerns
and unnecessary expenditures. This generous grant
fully funded our stall renovations, thus safeguard-

We would like to thank the aforementioned
Grantmakers for investing in the future of
JHTRA. Because of our vision to expand our
ability to meet the increased demand for our
services, and guided by our strategic plan, it is
imperative that we continue to have the support of donors like yourself and continue to
seek additional grant funding.




Cairn Foundation: Hippotherapy Horse
W.E. Weiss Foundation: Hippotherapy
Scholarships
Teton County School District Recreation
District: TCSD Therapeutic Riding and
Equine Facilitated Learning Program
Exxon Mobile: General Operating Support

JHTRA STAFF

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

YEAR-END 2018

YEAR-END 2018

Tori Fancher | Executive Director

Jim Russell | President

Nealy Angell | Program Director

Maureen Flanagan | Vice President

Jayme Christensen | Equine Assistant

Nicki McDermott | Secretary

Samantha Cook | Equine Manager/Instructor

Jasmine Scholes | Treasurer

Nichole Cox | Instructor

Toby Biolchini

Jessica Eastman | Occupational Therapist

Renee Holik

Adriene Henderson | Instructor

Robin Lightner | Founder

Stacey Miller | Instructor

Peter Long

Natalie Winmill | Instructor

Kristin Nielson

Christi Yannelli | Instructor

Converse Roberts

Robyn Zimmerman | Volunteer Coordinator
Josh Ziolkowski | Instructor

ways to help

CONSIDER THESE

SPONSOR A RIDER: 65% of our riders depend on financial assistance to participate in our programs. With your help, we are able to keep our program fees at a reasonable cost for families, including full and partial scholarships to those who might not be able to participate without it.

RECURRING DONATION: Support JHTRA on a monthly basis. Every time we see your name we’ll
smile :)
EMPLOYER MATCHING: Your gift to JHTRA could be matched dollar for dollar by your employer! Many employers sponsor matching gift programs and will match any charitable contributions or
volunteer hours made by their employees, retirees and/or employees’ spouses.
“DONATE YOUR BIRTHDAY”: Facebook now gives users the option to create a fundraiser in
benefit of their favorite nonprofit on their birthday, with friends donating in lieu of gifts.
HOLIDAY SHOPPING: Make purchases through AmazonSmile.com and name Jackson Hole Therapeutic Riding Association your charity of choice and JHTRA will get a percentage of every sale.

LEAVE A LEGACY: Include JHTRA in your estate planning. “A society grows great when old men
plant trees whose shade they know they shall never sit in.” -Greek Proverb
VOLUNTEER: Can’t contribute financially? Volunteering your time is just as helpful to JHTRA!

Your contributions are vital
to our efforts in maximizing
our riders’ potential.
PLEASE CONSIDER A YEAR-END GIFT TO JHTRA

To donate online or to
learn more:

jhtra.org

